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Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 
SB 559 – Supported Decision-Making 

February 17, 2022 
Position: Support 

 
Self-Directed Advocacy Network of Maryland, Inc. wholeheartedly endorses SB 559 Supported 
Decision-Making (SDM) Bill.  
 
SDM is a welcome tool to help those with I/DD make their choices clear and respected without 
the often-onerous restrictions of a guardian or appointing a power of attorney.  
 
In fact, SDM is a concept embodied in the idea of self-direction and person-centered planning - 
allowing a person to make their own decision with support is what we all need. We all rely on 
experts, friends and family to help us form our decisions. This bill helps to codify and provide 
structure to this concept. 
 
Many in the disability community have been pushed into guardianships that may be more 
restrictive than is necessary. With the addition of SDM option there is a wider array of choices 
and a greater likelihood that a person can maintain more control and choice over day to day 
decisions. 
 
 
Note especially: 
 
• This bill was created with much input from Maryland’s Cross-Disability SDM Coalition, 

(over 27 partners), including representation from state agencies, the courts, advocacy 
groups, self-advocates and family members, and others across the disability and aging 
communities.  

• Supported decision-making is a nationally and internationally recognized best practice that 
helps preserve a person’s right to make their own decision by recognizing that just like 
people without disabilities, people with disabilities rely on “supporters” the people who 
they trust to help them make, communicate, and effectuate their decisions.  
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Supported
Decision Making

Guardianship, while an important tool in the toolbox, is restrictive—it takes away
a person’s basic right to direct their life.
Imagine not being able to make decisions about where you live, what job you
pursue, who you associate with, whether you can vote, what medical care you
receive—those are the rights at stake in guardianship.
Unfortunately, once under guardianship, it is very difficult to terminate it. Often
guardianship is permanent.

Supported decision-making (SDM) is a nationally and internationally recognized best
practice that helps preserve a person’s right to make their own decisions by
recognizing that just like people without disabilities, people with disabilities rely on
“supporters” the people who they trust to help them make, communicate, and
effectuate their decisions.

 The Maryland Cross-Disability SDM Coalition, of which The Arc Maryland is a part,
consists of 27 partners, including representation from various state agencies, the
Judiciary, advocacy groups, self-advocates and family members, and others across
the disability and aging communities to help draft a plan to implement SDM in
Maryland. 

To understand why supported decision-making is so important to people with
disabilities you need to understand the problems that result from guardianship.

Passing supported decision-making in Maryland would not be a ground-breaking act.
In 2015 the legislature passed a narrow bill recognizing supported decision-making in
the context of organ transplants. As of today, 20 jurisdictions in the US have passed
laws formally recognizing SDM and over 40 states have introduced legislation. 

Passing SDM is a critical civil rights issue for people with disabilities—it is about the
right to have rights and use them to direct your own life.

For more information:
Contact:  Ande Kolp
akolp@thearcmd.org

HB529 Sponsored by Delegates Pena–Melnyk,
Bagnall, Carey, Love, Saab, Shetty, Terrasa, and
Valentino–Smith 

SB 559 Sponsored by Senators Waldstreicher,
Smith, Lee, Hettleman, Zucker, and Guzzone

https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Members/Details/waldstreicher1?ys=2022RS
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Members/Details/smith02?ys=2022RS
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Members/Details/lee?ys=2022RS
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Members/Details/hettleman02?ys=2022RS
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Members/Details/zucker01?ys=2022RS
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Members/Details/guzzone?ys=2022RS
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The Public Justice Center is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization and as such does not endorse or oppose any political party or 
candidate for elected office.  

 

  
   
 Ashley Black, Staff Attorney 
 Public Justice Center 
 201 North Charles Street, Suite 1200 
 Baltimore, Maryland 21201       
                 410-625-9409, ext. 224  
 blacka@publicjustice.org   
  
  

 
 

SB 559 

Estates & Trusts – Supported Decision Making 

Hearing of the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

February 17, 2022 

1:00 PM 

 

SUPPORT  

The Public Justice Center (PJC) is a not-for-profit civil rights and anti-poverty legal services organization which 

seeks to advance social justice, economic and racial equity, and fundamental human rights in Maryland. Our 

Health Rights Project supports policies and practices that promote the overall health of Marylanders struggling 

to make ends meet, with the explicit goal of promoting strategies that work to eliminate racial and ethnic 

disparities in health outcomes. The PJC stands in strong support of SB 559, which would authorize the use of 

supported decision-making agreements to assist an adult in making, communicating or effectuating certain 

decisions without the need for a court to appoint a substitute decision maker.  

Guardianship has the impact of stripping away the rights that adults naturally have to make certain decisions for 

themselves. Though there are times where guardianship may be the appropriate course, courts tend to place 

adults with disabilities, primarily those with intellectual, developmental or mental health disabilities, under 

guardianship that is more broad than necessary.1 At risk for individuals proposed for guardianship is the ability to 

make decisions that impact their quality of life, like the right to marry, who to communicate with, how to spend 

money, receiving healthcare and voting. Further, individuals who are appointed a public guardian are at risk of 

neglect, abuse from others and being unnecessarily institutionalized.2  

Supported decision making is a person-centered tool that empowers adults with disabilities to make decisions for 

themselves with limited support from someone they trust. By not recognizing supported decision making as a less 

restrictive alternative to guardianship, Maryland is actually behind more than 20 other states that have enacted 

laws allowing adults to utilize supported decision-making agreements. SB 559, if passed, would prevent the 

 
1 Teaster, Pamela B., et al. Wards of the State: A National Study of Public Guardianship (2007), 

http://www.supporteddecisionmaking.org/sites/default/files/wards_of_the_state.pdf. 

2 Id. 

mailto:blacka@publicjustice.org
http://www.supporteddecisionmaking.org/sites/default/files/wards_of_the_state.pdf


The Public Justice Center is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization and as such does not endorse or oppose any political party or 
candidate for elected office.  

 

appointment of a guardian where the adult can make decisions with assistance from a support person. It would 

also allow for a court to terminate or limit guardianship where a supported decision-making agreement exists.  

It is time for Maryland to join other states in recognizing supported decision making as a tool to preserving the 

self-determination of adults with disabilities. For these reasons, the Public Justice Center urges the committee to 

issue a FAVORABLE report for SB 559. If you have any questions about this testimony, please contact Ashley 

Black at 410-625-9409 x 224 or blacka@publicjustice.org. 

mailto:blacka@publicjustice.org
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Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

SB 559 – Supported Decision-Making 

February 17, 2022 

Position: Support 
 

• Supported decision-making is something used every day by all citizens.  It is the essence of the 

self-direction option under the Developmental Disabilities Administration waivers.   

 

• This law would help formalize supported decision-making agreements, to ensure that 

people accept it and that there are clear guidelines and protections in making these 

agreements. 

 

 

Please make a favorable report. 

 

Carol Custer, 3527 Chick Lane, Knoxville, MD  21758 
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We Educate.  We Serve.  We Care. 

2200 Kernan Drive  Baltimore, MD 21207 
Phone: 410-448-2924  800-221-6443  www.biamd.org 

 

           Board of Directors 

W. Andrew Gantt, III - President  

Julie Karp - Vice President 
Mark Grant - Treasurer 

Karen Memphis - Secretary 

Gil Abramson 

Beverlie Acree 

Joan Carney 
Terry Kirtz  

Lauren Leffler 

Matt Lilly    

Beth Mulcahey  

Jay Scheinberg 
 

 

Senator William Smith, Chair 
Senator Jeff Waldstreicher, Vice Chair 
Judicial Proceedings Committee 
2 East 
Miller Senate Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

 
Re: Favorable-SB 559 Estates and Trust-Supported Decision Making 
 
Dear Senator Smith, Senator Waldstreicher and Members of the Judicial Proceedings Committee, 

 
I am writing on behalf of the Brain Injury Association of Maryland (BIAMD) in support of SB 559. Through 

advocacy, education, and research partnerships, BIAMD has sought to improve the lives of Marylanders affected by 

brain injury. We are part of the no wrong door system for access to long-term care services and regularly responds to 

over 300 phone calls a month from individuals living with brain injury, family members, and professionals seeking 

information and assistance on how best to help.  Our organization regularly provides information on supported decision 

making and other alternatives to guardianship when individuals and family members navigating the changes after a 

brain injury that impact decision making.  

A brain injury can cause physical, cognitive, and emotional changes that may last a few days or weeks but can be 

life-long. The ongoing symptoms of brain injury can impact all domains of a person’s life, resulting changes in roles and 

relationships, employment, and finances in addition to physical and mental health.   The ripple effects can alter a 

person’s sense of self as they navigate changes in their roles and routines.  Maintaining self-determination, control, and 

autonomy through supported decision-making allows the individual to define how they want to move forward. 

During the acute phase of recovery from a moderate to severe brain injury, rehabilitation providers utilize the 

surrogate decision maker law because the person may be in a coma or have limited ability to participate in decision 

making but family and health providers cannot project the person’s needs in the coming days, weeks, or months as they 

are trying to navigate a very traumatic situation for all involved. The expectation, according to the Attorney General’s 

office, is that while a surrogate decision maker is in place, decisions should be consistent with the person’s wishes i .  

Currently there is no clear gradual process for shifting decision making back to the person as they regain capacity during 

recovery.   Implementing supported decision making can allow the process of shifting decision making back to the 

individual gradually with updates to supported decision-making agreements as the individual regains capacity to make 

increasing complex decisions with supports. Using this process allows them to avoid guardianship, which in our 

organization’s experience, is difficult to terminate, even when those supporting a person see evidence that they want to 

make decisions consistent with the values and considerations that they did prior to their brain injury.  

  A person’s frontal lobe that controls executive functions that critical to decision making. Due to its position in 

the front of the skull and anatomy of the skull itself it makes it the lobe that is most likely to be injured. Injury to the 



 

   

 

frontal lobe can impact attention, memory, understanding and processing information and self-awareness.  A person 

may need the assistance of supporters to gather information, understand or interpret information, understand the 

consequences of making their decision and implement their decisions.  Putting a person centered, structured framework 

for considering important decisions may lead to better clinical outcomes for individuals.  Using supported decision 

making can improve self-awareness, which is associated with better rehabilitation outcomesii.   

 

We request that the Committee give a favorable report to HB559.   

  

Thank you for your consideration of our position.  

 
Sincerely, 
Catherine Rinehart Mello 
Brain Injury Association of Maryland 
443-364-9856 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
i https://www.marylandattorneygeneral.gov/Health%20Policy%20Documents/HCDAsummary.pdf 
ii Robertson K, Schmitter-Edgecombe M. Self-awareness and traumatic brain injury outcome. Brain Inj. 

2015;29(7-8):848-58. doi: 10.3109/02699052.2015.1005135. Epub 2015 Apr 27. PMID: 25915097; PMCID: 

PMC4769700. 
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Thursday, February 17, 2022 

 

I have all my rights with autism with all the things I need. 

 

Sincerely, 

Adam McCrensky 

adaaa11@aol.com 
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16 de febrero del 2022 

A quien corresponda: 

 

Me gustaría que en la vida adulta de mi hijo él pueda tomar sus propias decisiones, y tal vez un 

pueda tener un poco de ayuda cuando lo necesite. Mi familia se sentirá a gusto y confortable al 

ver el crecimiento personal de mi hijo. Estoy a favor de SB0559/HB0529 

 

Atentamente,  

 

Angelica Pérez 

(443)455-7968 

Anne Arundel County, Maryland 
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2/17/22 

 

Estimados, 

Me adhiero y apoyo “Supported Decision Making Cause” para todos los individuos con necesidades 

especiales.  

Apoyo a esta causa como madre de un niño con autismo y entiendo lo necesario y beneficio que puede 

ser cuando alcance su mayoría de edad y tenga que tomar decisiones importantes en su vida.  

Supported Decision Making sería de gran ayuda para él y todos los individuos que necesitan asistencia 

en su vida cuando llegan a la adultez. 

 

Atentamente, 

Grace Torres 

(240)338-1860 

Howard County 
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Thursday, February 17, 2022 

 

There should be an alternative to full guardianship. I want Supported Decision Making to be an 

option in Maryland as it is in 20 other states so more individuals will keep their rights. 

 

Thanks so much 

 
Jülide Aker 
(pronouns: she/her/hers) 
julide.aker@gmail.com 
 

mailto:julide.aker@gmail.com
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2/17/22 

 

Buenos días, mi nombre es Karla Vigil López, vivo actualmente en el Condado de Baltimore, 

Maryland.  

Soy la mamá de Daniel Melkonyan un niño de casi 3 años de edad; que fue diagnosticado con 

autismo el 16 de agosto del 2021 en el Instituto Kennedy Krieger, me encantaría que mi hijo 

Daniel tenga las mismas oportunidades, deberes y derechos que cualquier otro niño.  

me gustaría que Daniel pueda tomar sus propias decisiones y que él pueda dirigir su vida, que 

siempre tenga un apoyo de una persona que lo pueda guiar o dirigir con mucha paciencia y sobre 

todo con respeto tanto física, mental y emocional.  

Que Daniel decida dónde quiera vivir, dónde quiera trabajar, dónde desee estudiar, etc.  

Yo como mamá deseo con todo mi corazón que Daniel sea libre de tomar decisiones y es por eso 

que me encantaría que existieran Programas de apoyo que puedan asegurarme de que él va a 

estar bien, que lo van a proteger y cuidar.  

Necesitamos programas que lo guíen; que le digan que opciones tiene, para poder evaluar y 

seleccionar la mejor según sean sus necesidades.  

Es por eso que estoy interesada en que legislen Programas como:  

· La toma de decisiones asistida (SDM, por sus siglas en ingles) para garantizar que Los 

derechos de mi hijo los respeten y sobre todo que se cumplan todos y cada uno de los derechos 

civiles según la constitución, incluidas todas sus enmiendas.  

Daniel es un niño Maravilloso que se esfuerza todos los días, para poder ser la mejor persona que 

él pueda ser.  

Necesitamos Programas en Maryland que Garanticen el respecto y la igualdad de derechos, hacia 

personas con necesidades especiales, físicas o neurológicas y puedan tener una excelente calidad 

de vida.  

Atentamente:  

KARLA J VIGIL LOPEZ 

(443)939-5069 
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February 17, 2022 

 

Good morning Chairman and Committee, 

My name is Lianna Brown and I am here today to support bill SB0559/HB0529 Support Making Decision. 

This bill is very important to me because I and a couple of other individual with a disabilities feel that 

sometimes we need the extra support because somethings throughout our daily living we just don’t 

understand like going to doctor appointments, taking a trip to the grocery store, speaking with someone 

on the phone about an important matter. It is more that comes along with making these decisions 

knowing that sometimes I am not able to understand.  Sometimes it is very hard for us to get someone 

as a close family member to get the guidance, advice and the understanding that we need to move 

forward as the days goes by. I want to have this option for others and myself because I believe that this 

will make it much easier get through our daily living and that I know that we are not a lone in making 

any mistakes or not understanding something.  Supporting this bill will help me and other individuals 

disabilities feel comfortable and knowing we have this support during these difficult times. Thank you 

for letting me share my testimony.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lianna Brown 

rds2001@comcast.net 
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16 de febrero del 2022 

A quien pueda corresponder: 

Soy Teofila Liriano. Tengo un hijo de 4 años que fue diagnosticado con autismo, y me gustaría 

que el llegara a ser independiente. Quiziera que mi hijo pueda tomar desiciones por EL mismo. 

Estoy a favor de SB0559/HB0529. Apoyo la libertad de las personas. 

 

Sinceramente 

Teofila Liriano  

(203)500-8625 

Anne Arundel County, Maryland 
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Ellen A. Callegary 

The Law Offices of Ellen A. Callegary, P.A. 

Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

SB 559 – Supported Decision-Making 

February 17, 2022 

Position: Support 

 

The attorneys in The Law Offices of Ellen A. Callegary, P.A. represent individuals with 

disabilities throughout Maryland. For over forty years, I have worked to protect the most 

vulnerable members of our community --- children and adults with disabilities. Beginning with 

my time as an Assistant Attorney General in Maryland in 1979 and continuing through today as a 

private attorney working on their behalf. Because of my desire to promote greater independence 

in decision-making for all Maryland adults including adults with disabilities, I submit this 

testimony in support of Senate Bill 559. 

 

• Supported decision-making is a nationally and internationally recognized best practice 

that helps preserve a person’s right to make their own decisions by recognizing that just 

like people without disabilities, people with disabilities rely on “supporters” the people 

who they trust to help them make, communicate, and effectuate their decisions. 

• This law would help formalize supported decision-making (SDM) agreements, to ensure 

that these agreements are accepted and that there are clear guidelines and protections in 

making these agreements. 

• Passing supported decision-making in Maryland would not be a ground-breaking act. In 

2015 the legislature passed a narrow bill recognizing supported decision-making in the 

context of organ transplants. As of today, 20 jurisdictions in the US have passed laws 

formally recognizing SDM and over 40 states have introduced legislation. The 

Administration on Community Living has funded SDM projects in over 18 states and 

created a National Resource Center for Supported Decision-Making, which is a hub for 

best practices across the country. 

• Maryland’s Developmental Disabilities (DD) Council provided a small grant to help 

propel the creation of the Cross-Disability SDM Coalition, which consists of over 27 

partners, including representation from various state agencies, the Administrative Office 

of the Courts, advocacy groups, self-advocates and family members, and others across 

the disability and aging communities to help draft a plan to implement SDM in Maryland. 

The Coalition received technical assistance from the National Resource Center for 

Supported Decision-Making to draft its action plan, which included an action plan item 

around passing legislation. I have the honor of being a member of this Coalition. 

I am also Co-Editor of “Guardianship and Its Alternatives: A Handbook on Maryland Law”, a 

joint publication of The University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law and the 

Maryland State Bar Association. SB 559 would provide one more valuable alternative to 

guardianship for all Maryland adults and their families. Personally, SDM would help my family 

members with disabilities to receive the support they need throughout their lives. I urge you to 

give SB 559 a favorable report. 

  

https://callegarylaw.com/guardianship-and-its-alternatives-a-handbook-on-maryland-law/
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DATE:     February 17, 2022                  COMMITTEE:  Judicial Proceedings 

BILL NO:    Senate Bill 559 

BILL TITLE:   Supported Decision-Making 

POSITION:     Support  

 
Kennedy Krieger Institute supports Senate Bill 559 – Supported Decision Making 

 

Bill Summary:   

Senate Bill 559 would formalize supported decision-making agreements. Supported Decision-Making is a tool where 

individuals with disabilities can make their own choices, with support.   

 

Background:  

Kennedy Krieger Institute provides specialized services to patients nationally and internationally. Kennedy Krieger 

Institute is dedicated to improving the lives of children and young adults with developmental, behavioral, cognitive and 

physical challenges. Kennedy Krieger’s services include inpatient, outpatient, school-based and community-based 

programs.  

 

The Maryland Center for Developmental Disabilities (MCDD) at Kennedy Krieger Institute is proud to be Maryland’s 

University Center for Excellence in Developmental Disabilities Education, Research, and Service (UCEDD) and a 

member of the national Association of University Centers on Disabilities (AUCD). 

 

MCDD links the community to vital services, research and information to improve the lives of people with disabilities. 

Our mission is to provide leadership that advances the inclusion of people with intellectual, developmental and other 

disabilities through preservice preparation and training; research and evaluation; community service and technical 

assistance; and information dissemination. 

 

Rationale:  

Supported Decision-making is a process of supporting and accommodating a person so that they can make, communicate, 

and effectuate life decisions in accordance with their preferences and right to self-determination. This tool allows anyone, 

but especially a person with disabilities, to retain their decision-making capacity by selecting people who they trust to 

assist them with making and communicating their will, choices, and opinions.  

 

Supported Decision-Making respects individuals with disabilities voices and choices. This process establishes 

independence, so that individuals with disabilities have a support system when making informed decisions about their life. 

In addition, individuals with disabilities develop self-advocacy and decision making skills.  

 

Supported Decision-making is a nationally-recognized best practice that preserves the civil rights of people with 

disabilities by providing an alternative for guardianship and is endorsed by the American Bar Association, The American 

Civil Liberties Union, the Uniform Law Commission, and the United Nation’s Committee on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities.  

 

Kennedy Krieger Institute requests a favorable report on Senate Bill 559  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
707 North Broadway Baltimore, Maryland 21205 (443) 923-9200/Telephone (443)923-9125/Facsimile 
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410.269.1883

info@thearcccr.org

www.thearcccr.org

Achieve With Us.
®

 

February 17, 2022 
 
Chair William C. Smith, Jr.   
Judicial Proceedings Committee  
Maryland State Senate 
Miller Senate Office Building, 2 East 
Annapolis, MD 21401 
 
Dear Chair Smith, Vice-Chair Waldstreicher, and Committee Members: 
 
I am writing to you on behalf of The Arc Central Chesapeake Region in SUPPORT of SB559 – Estates and 
Trusts - Supported Decision Making. 
 
The Arc Central Chesapeake Region provides services and supports people with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities through living options, workforce development, and fiscal management 
services. Serving Anne Arundel County and the Eastern Shore of Maryland, The Arc provides an 
innovative, person-directed approach across the Arc of a person's life, focusing on equity and self-
determination. 
 
People with disabilities have continued to face inequalities in their ability to make personal decisions for 
themselves and choose a supported decision-maker in a time of need. SB559 creates the necessary 
provisions for adults with developmental and intellectual disabilities to support making, communicating, 
and effectuating personal life decisions. We routinely encounter situations where hospitals refuse to 
perform medically necessary procedures unless a surrogate decision-maker or guardian is appointed. 
Recently, a hospital refused to perform a procedure to treat a wound infected with flesh-eating bacteria 
unless The Arc agreed to assume the surrogate decision-maker's role. SB559 would promote these 
opportunities. 
 
We support people with intellectual and developmental disabilities to live the lives they choose by 
creating opportunities, promoting respect and equity, and providing access to services. The Arc asks for 
your support this session by voting in favor of SB559 and allowing adults with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities to make the personal choice to enter into supported decision-making 
agreements. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Jonathon Rondeau 
President & CEO 
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Board of Directors 
 
Karen Adams-Gilchrest,  
President 
Spectrum Support 
 
Scott Evans, President Elect 
Benedictine Programs and Services 
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The Arc Northern 
Chesapeake Region 
 
Scott Hollingsworth, Treasurer 
Appalachian Crossroads 
 
Sequaya Tasker, Secretary 
Lt. J.P. Kennedy Institute 
 
Rob Baynard,  
Opportunities, Inc. 
 
Rick Callahan,  
Compass 
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The Arc Montgomery County 
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Randy Ferguson,  
The Center for Life Enrichment 
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Spectrum Support 
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United Community Supports of MD 
 
David Greenberg,  
The League 
 
Monica McCall,  
Creative Options 
 
Greg Miller,  
Penn-Mar Human Services 
 
Clarissa Mitchell,  
EPIC 
 
Judi Olinger,  
Humanim 
 
Michael Planz, 
Community Living, Inc. 
 
Jonathon Rondeau,  
The Arc Central Chesapeake Region 
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Executive Director 
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8835 Columbia 100 Parkway, Unit P   •   Columbia, Maryland 21045   •   www.macsonline.org 

 
Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

SB 559 – Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision-Making 
 

February 17, 2022 
 

Position: Support 
 
The	Maryland	Association	of	Community	Services	(MACS)	is	a	nonprofit	
association	of	over	100	agencies	across	Maryland	serving	people	
with	intellectual	and	developmental	disabilities	(IDD).	MACS	members	
provide	residential,	day	and	supported	employment	services	to	
thousands	of	Marylanders,	so	that	they	can	live,	work	and	fully	
participate	in	their	communities.	
	
This	bill	would	help	to	safeguard	the	fundamental	right	of	people	with	
disabilities	to	direct	their	own	lives	and	make	decisions	for	themselves.	
SB	559	creates	a	framework	that	permits	people	with	disabilities	to	rely	on	
the	support	of	people	whom	they	know	and	trust--	as	people	without	
disabilities	do--	to	help	understand,	communicate	and	effectuate	an	array	of	
decisions—from	buying	a	car	to	making	decisions	about	medical	care.		
	
This	bill	provides	an	alternative	to	the	far	more	restrictive	status	of	
guardianship.	While	guardianship	may	be	an	appropriate	vehicle	in	a	given	
situation,	it	should	not	be	the	default	option	for	people	with	disabilities	who	
have	long	been	placed	under	guardianship	due	to	stereotypes	and	outdated	
notions	of	competency.	A	person	placed	under	legal	guardianship	risks	losing	
their	right	to	vote,	marry,	make	decisions	about	medical	care,	decide	who	can	
visit	them	and	other	rights.	The	process	for	terminating	guardianship	can	
present	daunting	obstacles	including	accessing	medical	records	and	
navigating	court	proceedings.		
	
The	bill	incorporates	best	practices	from	the	20+	other	states	that	have	
passed	supported	decision-making	legislation,	including	clear	language	
that	limits	the	authority	of	a	supporter	to	the	choices	of	the	person	they	are	
supporting.	
	
MACS	urges	your	favorable	vote	of	SB	559	which	will	increase	self-
determination	and	enhance	the	quality	of	life	for	people	with	disabilities.	
	
Respectfully	submitted,	
	
Lauren	Kallins	
Director	of	Government	Relations 
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1301 York Road, #505 
Lutherville, MD 21093 
phone 443.901.1550 

fax 443.901.0038 
www.mhamd.org 

 

For more information contact: 
Margo Quinlan, Director of Youth & Older Adult Policy: 410-236-5488 / mquinlan@mhamd.org 

 
Senate Bill 559 Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision Making 

Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 
February 17, 2022 
Position: SUPPORT 

 
The Mental Health Association of Maryland is a nonprofit education and advocacy organization 
that brings together consumers, families, clinicians, advocates and concerned citizens for 
unified action in all aspects of mental health, mental illness and substance use. MHAMD, and 
the Policy Committee of the Maryland Coalition on Mental Health and Aging, appreciate this 
opportunity to present testimony in support of Senate Bill 559.  

SB 559 would authorize the use of supported decision making to assist an adult through the 
provision of certain support in making, communicating, or effectuating certain decisions and 
preventing the need for the appointment of certain substitute decision makers for the adult. It 
would authorize an adult to enter into a supported decision-making agreement with one or 
more supporters, thus protecting the dignity and autonomy of the individual by centering their 
capacity for choice, care, and appropriate community supports. 
 
Maryland’s public guardianship program guides the care of hundreds of vulnerable older adults, 
many with dementia, mental illness and substance use disorders. Individuals with behavioral 
health disorders represent a disproportionate number of those in the overall program and they 
tend to be in the program for many years. Alternatively, supported decision-making 
agreements prioritize an individual’s ability to make decisions with appropriate supports if and 
as needed. It has been demonstrated as an effective intervention to public guardianship when 
an individual retains the legal capacity to make decisions for themselves. Through supported 
decision-making, an older adult may rely on trusted friends, family members, and professionals 
to help them understand the choices they face, thus supporting their own autonomy and 
independence without state intervention.  
 
While MHAMD appreciates the necessity of public guardianship in certain situations, it must be 
viewed as a last resort. The legislature must pass legislation that would recognize supported 
decision-making as a pre-requisite to the public guardianship program. For these reasons, we 
urge a favorable report on SB 559. 
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 Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee  

SB 559 – Supported Decision-Making  

February 17, 2022 

Position:  Support  

 The Arc Maryland is the largest statewide advocacy organization dedicated to protecting 

and advancing the rights of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities.  The 

National Federation of the Blind of Maryland is the Maryland state affiliate of the National 

Federation of the Blind. The National Federation of the Blind is the oldest and largest 

nationwide organization of blind Americans. Founded in 1940 and currently headquartered 

in Baltimore, the NFB consists of affiliates, chapters, and divisions in all fifty states, 

Washington, DC, and Puerto Rico.  We are in support of SB 559 as it will require the legal 

recognition of supported decision-making as a foundational civil rights issue for people with 

disabilities. 

Everyone relies on the support of people they know and trust to help them to make, 

communicate, and effectuate important decisions in their lives. Unfortunately, many 

people with disabilities, due to historic stereotypes and perceptions about capacity, have 

been placed in overbroad and unnecessary guardianships.  Under guardianship, a person 

loses their ability to make even the most basic decisions for themselves. A person loses the 

ability to control their medical care, make decisions on their friends/who can visit them 

and with whom they may have a relationship.  They are not allowed to vote or make other 

decisions that those not under guardianship often take for granted.  Also, once a person is 

placed under guardianship or conservatorship, it is very difficult for a person to have that 

arrangement terminated.  

While guardianship is an important tool in our toolbox, and may be appropriate for some 

cases, it must not be the default for people with disabilities. This is why recognition of 

Supported Decision-Making is so important.  

Supported Decision-Making preserves a person’s right to make their own choices—

fundamentally it is their right to have rights. Support Decision-Making has been recognized 

as a reasonable accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act.  Nineteen states 

and Washington DC have passed laws similar to this legislation, recognizing supported 

decision-making agreements.  

http://nfb.org/
http://nfb.org/


This bill has the opportunity to prevent unnecessary guardianship for many Marylanders with 

disabilities. The significance of this legislation cannot be overstated.  For all of these 

reasons, The Arc Maryland and National Federation of the Blind of Maryland support  

Contact:   

Mat Rice, Director of Public Policy, The Arc Maryland, ph: 410-571-9320 

email: mrice@thearcmd.org 

Ronza Othman, President, National Federation of the Blind of Maryland, ph: 443-426-4110 

email: President@nfbmd.org 
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Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

Senate Bill 559 – Supported Decision-Making 

February 17, 2022 

Position: Support 

 

Disability Rights Maryland (DRM), formerly Maryland Disability Law Center, is Maryland’s 

federally-designated protection and advocacy organization charged with advancing the rights of 

people with disabilities for over 40 years. DRM has witnessed how people with disabilities are 

denied the supports and accommodations they need to make their own decisions and are placed 

under guardianship as a result. Their stories are harrowing: some have been institutionalized 

against their will; others have been unable to control their own medical care; and some have been 

unable marry the person that they love. By recognizing supported decision-making (SDM) as an 

alternative to guardianship, Senate Bill 559 creates a tool to empower people with and without 

disabilities to be the architects of their own lives and retain the ability to make their own 

decisions. As such, DRM strongly supports Senate Bill 559.  

 

History  

Supported decision-making (SDM) is a foundational civil rights issue for people with 

disabilities. Everyone, regardless of whether they have a disability, relies on the support of 

people they know and trust to make, communicate, and effectuate their decisions. Whether it is a 

decision about what car to buy, whether to rent an apartment, or whether to undergo a medical 

procedure, we all rely on the people closest to us to help us make sense of the situations and 

decisions we face. Most of us informally choose our own supporters (our close friends, family 

members, and mentors), to weigh the consequences and pros and cons of our decisions. While 

we use their support to reach our decision, we remain the decision-maker: that’s SDM.   

 

SDM is not a new concept. The first law recognizing SDM passed in British Columbia Canada in 

1996.1 Roughly ten years later in 2006, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities enshrined that people with disabilities have a right to enjoy legal capacity on an 

equal basis with others and may use SDM to exercise that right.2 By 2015, Texas became the 

first state in the US to pass a law formally recognizing SDM agreements, followed by our 

neighbor Delaware, later in 2015. In fact, in 2015, the Maryland General Assembly passed a 

narrow law recognizing people with developmental disabilities right to use SDM to access organ 

transplants.3 Since then an additional 17 states and DC have passed laws recognizing SDM as an 

alternative to guardianship and at least an additional 20 have introduced legislation on it. More 

states pass legislation each year. Senate Bill 559 brings Maryland in line with near majority of 

states that have broadly recognized SDM as an alternative to guardianship.  

 

                                                           
1 British Columbia, Representation Agreement Act, 1996, available at 

https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/96405_01 
2 United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons With Disabilities, 2006, available at 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html 
3 Maryland General Assembly, 2015, https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/legislation/details/sb0792?ys=2015rs 

https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/96405_01
https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/legislation/details/sb0792?ys=2015rs
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The momentum to recognize SDM around the country is palpable. SDM has been endorsed by 

several national organizations, including the National Guardianship Association (2016)4, the 

National Council on Disabilities (2018)5, the Social Security Advisory Board (2016)6,The 

American Association of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities and The Arc of the United 

States (2016)7, The US Department of Education (2017)8, the US Senate Special Committee on 

Aging (2018)9,  the American Civil Liberties Union10, and others. In 2017, the Administration on 

Community Living established the National Resource Center for Supported Decision-Making,11 

which has become a hub for resources, and best practices surrounding SDM across the country. 

 

Furthermore, SDM has gained acceptance as a best practice among attorneys and courts. In 2016 

the American Bar Association (ABA) developed the PRACTICAL Tool, a guide that helps 

lawyers identify and implement decisions-making options that are less restrictive than 

guardianship, including SDM.12 Then in 2017, the ABA passed a resolution advocating for states 

to pass legislation to recognize SDM and for courts to utilize it to prevent or terminate 

guardianship.13 In 2017 the Uniform Law Commission drafted model legislation, the Uniform 

Guardianship, Conservatorship, and Other Protective Arrangements Acts (UGCOPAA), that 

recognizes SDM and requires its consideration as a less restrictive alternative to guardianship.14  

 

SDM is also reasonable accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The 

ADA requires that people with disabilities have equal access to services and programs as those 

without disabilities. Equal access can include tools to ensure effective communication, which 

means that whatever is written or spoken must be as clear and understandable to people with 

disabilities as it is for people without disabilities.15 Supporters play a critical role in ensuring that 

people with disabilities have the tools they need to understand and communicate their own 

decisions. Indeed, the National Guardianship Summit’s 2021 recommendations urged the 

                                                           
4 National Guardianship Association, Position Statement, https://www.guardianship.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/09/SupportedDecision_Making_PositionStatement.pdf  
5 https://ncd.gov/publications/2018/beyond-guardianship-toward-alternatives 
6 Social Security Advisory Board, Representative Payees: A Call to Action, http://ssab.gov/Portals/0/ 

OUR_WORK/REPORTS/ Rep_Payees_Call_to_Action_Brief_2016.pdf 
7 AAIDD and The Arc of the United States, Position Statement, https://www.aaidd.org/news-policy/policy/position-

statements/autonomy-decision-making-supports-and-guardianship  
8 US Department of Education, Transition Guide, 

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/transition/products/postsecondary-transition-guide-may-2017.pdf  
9 US Senate Special Committee on Aging, https://www.aging.senate.gov/download/guardianship-report-2018  
10 ACLU, https://www.aclu.org/issues/disability-rights/integration-and-autonomy-people-disabilities/supported-

decision-making  
11 See generally, http://www.supporteddecisionmaking.org/  
12 ABA PRACTICAL Tool, 

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_aging/resources/guardianship_law_practice/practical_tool/  
13 ABA Resolution, 2017, 

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/law_aging/2017_SDM_%20Resolution_Final.pdf  
14 See generally, https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-

home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=62fffa0e-c746-49ea-9d84-

7d2303788433&CommunityKey=d4b8f588-4c2f-4db1-90e9-48b1184ca39a&tab=digestviewer  
15 See ADA toolkit for State & Local Governments, available at https://www.ada.gov/pcatoolkit/chap3toolkit.htm  

https://www.guardianship.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/SupportedDecision_Making_PositionStatement.pdf
https://www.guardianship.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/SupportedDecision_Making_PositionStatement.pdf
https://www.aaidd.org/news-policy/policy/position-statements/autonomy-decision-making-supports-and-guardianship
https://www.aaidd.org/news-policy/policy/position-statements/autonomy-decision-making-supports-and-guardianship
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osers/transition/products/postsecondary-transition-guide-may-2017.pdf
https://www.aging.senate.gov/download/guardianship-report-2018
https://www.aclu.org/issues/disability-rights/integration-and-autonomy-people-disabilities/supported-decision-making
https://www.aclu.org/issues/disability-rights/integration-and-autonomy-people-disabilities/supported-decision-making
http://www.supporteddecisionmaking.org/
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_aging/resources/guardianship_law_practice/practical_tool/
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/law_aging/2017_SDM_%20Resolution_Final.pdf
https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=62fffa0e-c746-49ea-9d84-7d2303788433&CommunityKey=d4b8f588-4c2f-4db1-90e9-48b1184ca39a&tab=digestviewer
https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=62fffa0e-c746-49ea-9d84-7d2303788433&CommunityKey=d4b8f588-4c2f-4db1-90e9-48b1184ca39a&tab=digestviewer
https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-home/digestviewer/viewthread?MessageKey=62fffa0e-c746-49ea-9d84-7d2303788433&CommunityKey=d4b8f588-4c2f-4db1-90e9-48b1184ca39a&tab=digestviewer
https://www.ada.gov/pcatoolkit/chap3toolkit.htm
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Department of Justice to issue guidance about SDM’s use as a reasonable accommodation under 

the ADA.16 

 

In January 2020, DRM established Maryland’s Cross-Disability Supported Decision-Making 

Coalition, which consists of over 27 partners, including private attorneys, advocacy groups and 

self-advocacy groups for people with developmental disabilities, mental health conditions, 

traumatic brain injury, and older adults, as well as partners from state agencies including the 

Department of Disabilities, the Department of Aging, the Department of Human Services, the 

Behavioral Health Administration, as well as the Judiciary. With a grant from our 

Developmental Disabilities (DD) Council, the Coalition received technical assistance from the 

National Resource Center for Supported Decision-Making to develop an action plan for 

implementing SDM in Maryland. The Coalition devised action plan goals around education, 

community outreach, legislation, and data collection and is currently implementing these goals. 

 

Senate Bill 559 reflects the Coalition’s collaborative work to create an effective model for 

Maryland to implement SDM. We have reviewed legislation, initiatives, and pilot projects in 

other states and spoken with advocates about how it is working in practice. We have crafted a 

model that is responsive to Maryland’s needs and builds upon what others have learned. This bill 

is the result of a deliberative and comprehensive evaluation of the SDM landscape across the US.  

 

From 2015 to today, the SDM landscape has changed. What was an innovative and new concept 

seven years ago, is now widely recognized and accepted as a best practice. As the favorable 

testimony from advocacy organizations, 20 of our partners from the Maryland’s Cross-Disability 

Rights Coalition, the Judiciary, and others show—our state is ready to recognize SDM. 

 

What does this bill do? 

This bill builds best practices from other states who implemented supported decision-making by: 

• Creating a framework for how to make a supported decision-making agreement so that 

third parties are more likely to recognize them 

• Allowing courts to terminate or limit guardianship due to the existence of SDM 

• Making it clear that a supporter cannot make a decision for a person, rather the person 

remains the decision-maker 

• Limiting who can be a supporter, including excluding people who have been convicted 

of exploitation of vulnerable adults or people who are the subject of a peace order or 

protective order against the person 

• Limiting liability for those who in good faith rely on the use of SDM agreements 

• It does not replace the need for guardianship. Maryland law requires that less restrictive 

alternatives to guardianship are considered before guardianship is imposed. This bill 

creates an additional alternative that should be considered and can be a tool to modify or 

terminate guardianships in certain situations. Guardianship remains available if 

supported decision-making does not work or is not appropriate.  

                                                           
16 See, https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/law_aging/2021-grd-smmt-recmndtns.pdf  

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/law_aging/2021-grd-smmt-recmndtns.pdf
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• It does not replace powers of attorney or other legal tools, it instead creates another tool 

in the toolbox. A supporter does not have the same authority as an agent under a power 

of attorney. An agent has the authority to make decisions on behalf of an adult and stand 

in their shoes, a supporter has no authority to make decisions for a person. They merely 

provide support and accommodation to ensure that a person has the tools they need to 

communicate their own decisions. 

 

Why do we need this legislation? 

Unfortunately, people with disabilities continue to be denied access to the supports and 

accommodations they need to have their decisions respected. Bias leads to some people to be 

found incapable, even though if they had a supporter present to help convey information or even 

advocate for accommodations, they could make their own decisions. A person’s capacities for 

understanding and decision-making are far more nuanced then their diagnoses. Senate Bill 559 

ensures others recognize their obligation to respect the decision a person makes with support.  

 

Senate Bill 559 is also critical because it can prevent the need for guardianship in certain 

situations and limit and terminate overbroad or unnecessary guardianships. Under guardianship a 

person loses their ability to make decisions for themselves, which is placed in the hands of their 

guardian. A person can lose their right to vote, their ability to marry or partner with the person 

they love, their ability to control what medical care they receive or who can visit them, and other 

decisions. Once placed under guardianship it is very difficult for a person to have that 

guardianship terminated. We have seen people remain under unnecessary guardianships and even 

be abused because they cannot access the medical evaluations or legal resources they need to 

terminate it. Studies have shown that people in overbroad guardianships experience “a 

significant negative impact on…physical and mental health, longevity, ability to function.”17 

While guardianship still may be the appropriate tool in some cases, it must not be the default. 

Senate Bill 559 enshrines SDM as an alternative to guardianship. In doing so, it preserves a 

person’s right to make their own choices—fundamentally it is their right to have rights.  

 

This bill provides us all with a tool that can ensure that we can continue to have the dignity to 

direct our lives and make our own choices. Senate 559 ensures that people with disabilities have 

access to the same fundamental right to make their own decisions as we all do and can chart the 

course of their own lives. For that right, DRM urges this committee to give SB 559 a favorable 

report. For additional information, please contact, meganr@disabilityrightsmd.org. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Megan Rusciano 

Managing Attorney 

Disability Rights Maryland 

 

                                                           
17 Wright, J. (2010). Guardianship for Your Own Good: Improving the Well-Being of Respondents and Wards in the 

USA. International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, 33(5-6), 350-368. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijlp.2010.09.007. 

mailto:meganr@disabilityrightsmd.org
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February 16, 2022

Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee

SB868, Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision Making

Position: Favorable

I would like to register my support for SB0559, Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision Making.

Most of us make decisions after thinking over the pros and cons, often discussing the issues
with a trusted friend or family member. People with disabilities should have the same right to
consult the people they trust before coming to a decision that will impact their lives. They should
not be forced to decide on their own something that people without disabilities do not have to
decide on their own.

Please vote to recommend passage of this bill out of committee. As the mother of an adult
daughter on the Autism Spectrum, I am asking for your support of her right to choose the types
and intensity of supports and services she receives, so that she has control over how she wants
to live her own life. I believe that everyone should have that right.

Thank you!

Nina Liakos
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Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

February 17, 2022 

SB 559: Estates and Trusts – Supported Decision Making 

Position: Support 
 

The Maryland Developmental Disabilities Council (DD Council) is a statewide public policy organization that 
creates change to make it possible for people with developmental disabilities to live the lives they want with the 
support they need. The DD Council is led by people with developmental disabilities and their families. From that 
perspective, the DD Council strongly supports SB 559.   

In fact, the DD Council’s support of supported decision making (SDM) began years ago when we provided a grant 
to help create the Cross-Disability SDM Coalition – a group of over 27 partners, including representation from 
various state agencies, the Judiciary, advocacy groups, self-advocates and family members, and others across 
the disability and aging communities. Our funding provided technical assistance to the Coalition from the 
National Resource Center for SDM to draft an action plan. 

WHY is this legislation important to people with disabilities and their families? 

 Supported decision making is a critical civil rights issue for people with disabilities—it is about the 

right to have rights and use them to direct your own life. Too often people with disabilities have been 

placed in overbroad and unnecessary guardianships based on stereotypes about their capabilities. 

Guardianship is incredibly restrictive—it takes away a person’s basic rights to direct their life. A person 

can lose their right to vote, their ability to marry or partner with the person they love, their ability to 

control what medical care they receive or who can visit them, and other decisions. 
 

 Supported decision-making is a nationally and internationally recognized best practice that helps 

preserve a person’s right to make their own decision. It recognizes that just like people without 

disabilities, people with disabilities rely on “supporters” - the people who they trust to help them make, 

communicate, and effectuate their decisions. 
 

 This law would help formalize supported decision-making agreements, to ensure that people accept it 

and that there are clear guidelines and protections in making these agreements. Passing supported 

decision-making in Maryland would not be a ground-breaking act. In 2015, the legislature passed a 

narrow bill recognizing supported decision-making in the context of organ transplants. As of today, 20 

jurisdictions in the US have passed laws formally recognizing SDM and over 40 states have introduced 

legislation.  

WHAT does this legislation do? 

This bill ensures people with disabilities have access to the same fundamental rights and decisions that we all 

do. It does this by:  

 Creating a framework for how to make a supported decision making agreement so that third parties are 

more likely to recognize them. 



 
 

 Providing an alternative that courts must consider before placing someone under guardianship, and 

allowing courts to terminate or limit guardianship due to the existence of a supported decision making 

agreement. 

 Ensuring that the manner in which a person communicates is not grounds for determining that a person 

is incapable of making a supported decision making agreement. 

 Making it clear that a supporter does not have the authority to make a decision for a person, rather the 

person remains the decision maker. 

 Limiting liability for those who in good faith rely on the use of supported decision making agreement. 

Supported decision making and allows a person to continue to make their own decisions—just recognizing 

that they use support to do so. It preserves a person’s right to make their own choices—fundamentally it is 

their right to have rights.  

For these reasons, the Maryland Developmental Disabilities Council supports SB 559.  

Contact: Rachel London, Executive Director: RLondon@md-council.org 

mailto:RLondon@md-council.org
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Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 
SB 559 – Supported Decision-Making 

February 17, 2022 
Position: Support 

 
 
The Honorable Senator Smith, Jr & Senator Waldstreicher  
 & Members of the Judicial Proceedings Committee 
2 East  
Miller Senate Office Building  
Annapolis, MD 21401 
 
Dear Senators Smith, Jr and Waldstreicher:  
 

I am writing today as the Executive Director of The Parents’ Place of MD 
(www.ppmd.org) in support of SB 559.  The Parents’ Place of MD is the statewide Parent 
Training and Health Information Center for the state of MD.  We serve families who have 
children and youth with disabilities and special healthcare needs with a mission to empower 
families as advocates and partners in improving education and health outcomes for children with 
disabilities and special healthcare needs with a commitment to diversity and equity.   

 
Passing Supported Decision Making (SDM) is a critical civil rights issue for people with 

disabilities—it is about the right to have rights and use those rights to direct their own life with 
supports from loved ones.  Guardianship, while a tool in the toolbox, is incredibly restrictive—it 
takes away a person’s basic rights to direct their life. Imagine not being able to make decisions 
about where you live, what job you pursue, who you associate with, whether you can vote, what 
medical care you receive—those are the rights at stake in guardianship, simply because they 
have a specific diagnosis or IQ. Unfortunately, once under guardianship, it is very difficult to 
terminate it. We have seen people be denied access to medical records and evaluations that they 
need to prove their legal capacity and to attorneys who they need to represent them. Often 
guardianship is permanent 

 
SB 559 is a powerful opportunity that will afford our families who have youth with 

disabilities the potential to lead lives like their peers without disabilities – a life they choose for 
themselves. Again, thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 
 
 
Rene Averitt-Sanzone 
Executive Director    

http://www.ppmd.org/
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Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

SB 559 – Supported Decision-Making 

February 17, 2022 

By the Maryland Cross Disability Rights Coalition 

Position: Support 

 

The Maryland Cross-Disability Rights Coalition (CDRC) is a network of advocacy organizations 

that advocate for people across disabilities—including people with developmental disabilities, 

mental health concerns, and older adults. As such, the CDRC supports SB 559. 

Why is this bill important? 

Recognition of supported decision-making is a foundational civil rights issue for people with 

disabilities. Everyone, regardless of whether they have a disability, relies on the support of 

people they know and trust to make, communicate, and effectuate their decisions. Whether it is a 

decision about what car to buy, whether to rent an apartment, or whether to undergo a medical 

procedure, we all rely on the people closest to us to help us make sense of the situations and 

decisions we face. However, for people with disabilities simply recognizing this support can 

ensure that they can continue to direct their lives and make their own decisions. 

Too often people with disabilities have been placed in overbroad and unnecessary guardianships 

based on stereotypes about their capabilities. Under guardianship a person loses their ability to 

make decisions for themselves, which is placed in the hands of their guardian. A person can lose 

their right to vote, their ability to marry or partner with the person they love, their ability to 

control what medical care they receive or who can visit them, and other decisions. Once placed 

under guardianship it is very difficult for a person to have that guardianship terminated. Too 

often, we have seen people with disabilities remain under unnecessary guardianships and even 

experience abuse and neglect, because they cannot access the medical evaluations or legal 

resources they need to terminate it. Studies have shown that people in overbroad guardianships 

experience “a significant negative impact on…physical and mental health, longevity, ability to 

function.”1 While guardianship still may be the appropriate tool in some cases, it must not be the 

default for people with disabilities. 

This is why recognition of supported decision-making is so critical. Supported decision-making 

provides an alternative that courts must consider before placing someone under guardianship and 

allows a person to continue to make their own decisions—just recognizing that they use support 

to do so. It preserves a person’s right to make their own choices—fundamentally it is their right 

to have rights. 

Supported decision-making is not a new concept. It has been recognized as a reasonable 

accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act and over 20 states have passed laws 

similar to this legislation recognizing supported decision-making agreements. Several national 

organizations, including the National Guardianship Association, the National Council on 

                                                           
1 Wright, J. (2010). Guardianship for Your Own Good: Improving the Well-Being of Respondents and Wards in the 

USA. International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, 33(5-6), 350-368. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijlp.2010.09.007. 



Disabilities, the US Administration on Community Living, the American Civil Liberties Union, 

and others, have endorsed supported decision-making as an alternative to guardianship. It is time 

that Maryland joins the ranks of those that more broadly recognize supported decision-making 

and an alternative to guardianship. 

What does this bill do? 

This bill that builds on and incorporates best practices from others who passed and implemented 

supported decision-making in other states, including by: 

• Helping to prevent abuse and neglect of people with disabilities by bolstering their self-

determination and control of their own lives 

• Creating a framework for how to make a supported decision-making agreement so that 

third parties are more likely to recognize them 

• Ensuring that the manner in which a person communicates is not grounds for 

determining that a person is incapable of making a supported decision-making 

agreement 

• Allowing courts to terminate or limit guardianship due to the existence of a supported 

decision-making agreement 

• Making it clear that a supporter does not have the authority to make a decision for a 

person, rather the person remains the decision-maker 

• Limiting liability for those who in good faith rely on the use of supported decision-

making agreement 

This bill has the opportunity to immediately restore a person’s rights who is subject to 

guardianship and to prevent the need for guardianship for many Marylanders with 

disabilities. The significance of this legislation cannot be overstated. The CDRC supports 

SB 559 and its critical efforts to ensure that people with disabilities have access to the same 

fundamental rights and decisions that we all do and can chart the course of their own lives.  

Sincerely, 

Accessible Resources for Independence 

American Council of the Blind of Maryland 

The Arc Baltimore 

The Arc of Maryland 

B’More Clubhouse 

Consumers for Accessible Ride Services (CARS)  

The Coordinating Center 

Disability Rights Maryland 

The Freedom Center 



IMAGE Center for People with Disabilities 

Independence Now 

The League for People with Disabilities 

Maryland Association of Community Services 

Maryland Center for Developmental Disabilities at Kennedy Krieger Institute 

Maryland Developmental Disabilities Council 

Mental Health Association of Maryland 

National Federation of the Blind of Maryland 

On Our Own of Maryland 

Patient Providers 

Peer Wellness and Recovery Services, Inc. (PWRS Inc) 

People Encouraging People 

People On the Go of Maryland 

Shared Support Maryland, Inc. 
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MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:   Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

FROM:  Legislative Committee 

Suzanne D. Pelz, Esq. 

410-260-1523 

RE:   Senate Bill 559 

Estates and Trusts – Supported Decision Making 

DATE:  February 9, 2022 

   (2/17)   

POSITION:  Support 

             

 

The Maryland Judiciary supports Senate Bill 559.  This bill authorizes the use of 

supported decision making to assist an adult through the provision of support for the adult 

in making, communicating, or effectuating decisions and preventing the need for the 

appointment of certain substitute decision makers for the adult. 
 

The Judiciary supports this bill because it affirms supported decision-making (SDM) as 

both a communication accommodation and as a less restrictive alternative to 

guardianship. Additionally, it is a basis for modifying or terminating a guardianship. The 

bill recognizes that an adult must have the capacity to enter a SDM arrangement and 

clarifies that a “supporter” is not a substitute decision-maker and is not authorized to act 

on behalf of that adult. The bill further specifies a supporter’s duties and limits on their 

role and gives appropriate deference a court-appointed guardian. The legislation also sets 

parameters that will help courts assess whether an SDM arrangement is consistent with 

the welfare and safety of a person for whom a petition for guardianship is filed, or as an 

option for an adult under guardianship who seeks to terminate or modify the terms of 

their guardianship. Md. Code, Estates & Trusts Art. §13-705, Md. Rule 10-112, Meek v. 

Linton, 245 Md.App. 689 (2020), Kircherer v. Kircherer, 285 Md. 114 (1979). 

 

The Judiciary’s Domestic Law Committee’s Guardianship & Vulnerable Adults 

Workgroup recognizes SDM as an accommodation for people with disabilities who have 

capacity but who need support in making or communicating their decisions. SDM also 

avoids the need for a person to be placed under an unnecessary or overly broad 

guardianship, which is important for the courts. Information on SDM is included in 

training programs for judges, court staff, and court-appointed guardianship attorneys who 

are supported by workgroup members and consultants. SDM will also be addressed as 

part of a video series on alternatives to guardianship that will be posted on the Judiciary 

website in the near future.  

 

Hon. Joseph M. Getty  

Chief Judge 

187 Harry S. Truman Parkway 

Annapolis, MD 21401 



The Judiciary would like to point out, however, that in section 18-106(b)(2), the bill 

provides an individual against whom the adult has obtained a peace order may be 

disqualified from acting as a supporter.  This may want to be clarified to also include 

peace or protective order. 

 

 

cc.  Hon. Jeff Waldstreicher 

 Judicial Council 

 Legislative Committee 

 Kelley O’Connor 
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Testimony in Support 
SB 559 - Estates and Trusts- Supported Decision Making 

Judicial Proceedings 
February 17, 2022 

By Ken Capone 

Hello committee members my name is Ken Capone. I am the Director of People 
On the Go of Maryland which is Maryland’s statewide self-advocacy organization. 
We are here to testify in support of SB 559 Estates and Trusts - Supported 
Decision Making. 

Background: People On the Go Maryland builds community through diversity and 
inclusion. We respect the individuality of our members and are committed to 
making inclusion a priority so that everyone feels comfortable, valued, and heard. 
People On the Go remains distinct by maintaining a cross-disability strategy that 
focuses on effecting positive change in the lives of people with and without 
disabilities. 

Rationale: Supported decision making is a tool that allows people with disabilities 
to retain their decision- making capacity by choosing supporters to help them make 
choices instead of the alternative of having someone appointed as a certain 
substitute decision maker. 
 
With the introduction of supported decision-making, people with disabilities have 
the opportunity to do really what people without disabilities have done when it 
comes to having input in life choices; if you think about it if you don’t have a 
disability you still are using supported decision-making. We all ask our friends, 
family and others how we should handle certain choices in a given situation. In a 
sense the policy of supported decision-making helps level the playing field 
between those with disabilities and those without, because this policy presumes 
competence and that anybody is capable of making choices for them they just 
might want and need some support. 
 
A person using supported decision making chooses trusted advisors; such as 
friends, family members, or professionals to serve as supporters. The supporters 
agree to support the person with a disability to understand, consider, and 



communicate decisions.  This gives the person with a disability the tools to make 
his or her own, informed decisions. 
 
With Supported decision making I was able to get advice, information and 
communicate decisions with supporters and retain my ability to make my own 
decisions on important issues like purchasing a house, Trust and Estate documents 
for my deceased mother and purchasing a modified van. With supported decision 
making the supporters do not make decisions for you like a certain substitute 
decision maker may decide if appointed to do so. 
 
We feel supported decision-making is important for people with disabilities and 
their families as an alternative to guardianship. This method of assistance allows 
for people with disabilities to have the input from their family, and other key 
supporters recognized without taking away the person’s legal rights to make the 
decisions. Historically we have not presumed competence when it comes to people 
with disabilities being able to make appropriate life choices, some examples 
include the area of finance, and managing one’s own money, choosing where and 
with whom to live and even whether or not you can refuse or accept medical 
treatment. Some families have turned to guardianship to make some of these life 
decisions for their love ones even though guardianship was not necessary. 
 
In conclusion supported decision making give options for those seeking to retain 
independence with supports and the dignity of presuming competence.  We ask for 
a favorable report 
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SB 559 Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision Making 

Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

FAVORABLE 

February 17, 2022 

 

Good afternoon Chair Smith and members of the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee. I am 

Tammy Bresnahan. I am the Director of Advocacy for AARP Maryland. AARP Maryland is one 

of the largest membership-based organizations in the Free State, encompassing almost 870,000 

members.  AARP MD overwhelmingly supports SB 559 Estates and Trusts – Supported 

Decision Making. We thank Senator Waldstreicher for championing this issue.  

AARP is a nonpartisan, nonprofit, nationwide organization that fights for the issues that matter 

most to families such as healthcare, employment and income security, retirement planning, 

affordable utilities and protection from financial abuse. 

SB 559 authorizes the use of Supported Decision Making. Supported Decision Making allows 

adults to retain their decision- making capacity by choosing supporters to help them make 

choices. A person using Supported Decision Making selects trusted advisors, such as friends, 

family members, or professionals, to serve as supporters. SB 559 codifies Supported Decision 

Making in Maryland law and outlines the guidelines and protections for both the individual and 

the individual’s supporter.  

Supported Decision Making has emerged as a cutting-edge alternative to guardianship, placing 

the individual at the center of the decision-making process. Supported Decision Making 

describes the process by which most individuals make decisions - by consulting with friends, 

family, social services, community organizations, and and/or other sources of support to weigh 

the pros and cons of a decision, review potential outcomes, and finally make a choice.  

Supported Decision Making promotes self-determination, control, and autonomy. It fosters 

independence. We all engage in Supported Decision Making. We all consult with family or 

friends, colleagues or classmates, mechanics or mentors before we make decisions. 

AARP for nearly a decade has advocated for and has led to reforms that include establishing 

standards and training for guardians, safeguarding the rights of those under guardianship, 

combating abuse and strengthening court oversight of guardians and conservators. Other reforms 

encourage judges to make guardianships a last resort and to explore, when appropriate, less 

restrictive alternatives including Supported Decision Making. 



AARP shares the provisions of Supported Decision Making, which align perfectly with our 

bedrock principles: empowering people to choose how they live as they age and to lead their best 

lives possible. 

For these reasons, AARP supports SB 559. AARP MD respectfully ask the Committee for a 
favorable report. For questions or follow up, please contact Tammy Bresnahan 
tbresnahan@aarp.org or by calling 410-302-8451.  
 

 

 

 

mailto:tbresnahan@aarp.org
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE  

SENATE JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS COMMITTEE  
Senate Bill 559: Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision Making 

February 17, 2022   
Written Testimony Only 

 
POSITION: UNFAVORABLE      
 
On behalf of the members of the Health Facilities Association of Maryland (HFAM), we appreciate the 
opportunity to offer this testimony and background regarding Senate Bill 559. HFAM represents over 170 
skilled nursing centers and assisted living communities in Maryland, as well as nearly 80 associate 
businesses that offer products and services to healthcare providers. Our skilled nursing members provide 
the majority of long-term and post-acute care to Marylanders in need.  
 
Senate Bill 559 would authorize the use of supported decision making to assist an adult through the 
provision of certain support for the adult in making, communicating, or effectuating certain decisions and 
preventing the need for the appointment of certain substitute decision makers for the adult. It would also 
authorize an adult to enter into a supported decision-making agreement with one or more supporters 
under certain circumstances and it provides immunity from civil or criminal liability under certain 
circumstances. 
 
While support for independent decision-making by individuals is a laudable goal, existing law already 
addresses this. Senate Bill 559 leaves many questions unanswered and would, if enacted, cause confusion 
and conflict, particularly in a healthcare context.  
 
Individuals wishing to enlist the support of others in decision-making have various established and 
recognized tools available to them including powers of attorney (which they can choose whether to make 
durable and survive incapacity) and advance directives for health care. For those needing support and 
who have not made such arrangements, there are guardianships of person and/or property and a process 
for certain family and friends to act as a surrogate decisionmaker under the Health Care Decisions Act 
(HCDA). Each of these has thought-out processes and protections, which SB 559 lacks. 
 
Examples include: 

• The absence of any definition of the kinds of decisions covered by the legislation. 
• The absence of any clear process or documentation by which a supported decision maker is 

appointed or any such appointment can be limited or revoked. In fact, SB 559 provides expressly 
that the appointment need not require any supported-decision making agreement.  

• There are no qualifications, relationship or other protections for who can be appointed. It refers 
to the appointment of a “person” (not an individual) which can mean the appointment of 
corporate entities as supporters.  

• The legislation refers to an arrangement with a supporter or supporters, meaning that there is 
risk of disputes between multiple supporters claiming to act for an individual. (This is in stark 
contrast to the HCDA which outlines a clear process and hierarchy for identifying a surrogate 
decision maker). 
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• There is no provision making clear whether or not a supporter’s authority is only in effect while 
the individual has capacity, unlike powers of attorney that may or may not be durable. 

• A supporter under such an arrangement appears to be authorized to make decisions for an 
individual so long as they “correspond” to an individual’s “will” (unclear if this means a 
testamentary document or something else), preferences and choices without clarifying how these 
are made known. This is the language of SB 559 even though elsewhere the legislation refers to 
the supporter not making decisions. 

• It is unclear why there is a legislatively stated preference for preventing a substitute decision 
maker (a term for which there is no definition) or guardian. If an individual wishes to avoid any 
such process, a power of attorney and advance directive is an established way to accomplish this. 

• In fact, SB 559 contemplates a supporter having authority to terminate the use of a substitute 
decision maker (undefined). If the reference to a substitute decision maker would overlap with 
the term surrogate decision maker under the Health Care Decisions Act, this would be very 
problematic since surrogates under the HCDA are identified under a clear process and with an 
established scope of authority when there are findings of incapacity. The risk of conflict making 
health care provider services difficult is clear. 

• SB 559 refers to an individual under a guardianship entering into a supported decision-making 
agreement, even though this would mean that there would be a process via SB 559 under which 
an individual who has been determined by a court to lack capacity would nonetheless be entering 
into an agreement with supporters outside the authority of the court. In fact, SB 559 refers to a 
supporter having authority to supplant the authority of a judicially appointed guardian for 
asserted “good cause” (which is also undefined). Conflict is a material risk.  

• SB 559 refers to “informal supported decision-making” arrangements without definition or 
process. 

• There is a material internal inconsistency in that the legislation requires the supporter to act 
within authority granted under an agreement but the definition of supported decision-making 
states no such agreement is required. 

• The lack of a decision-making agreement along with references to informal decision-making 
arrangements is very problematic since the immunity provisions risk being read to apply those 
who rely on agreements, which are not required. This places third parties at substantial risk. 

 
For these reasons, we respectfully request an unfavorable report for Senate Bill 559. 
 
Submitted by: 
 
Joseph DeMattos, Jr.     
President and CEO      
(410) 290-5132 
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February 17, 2022 

 

To: The Honorable William C. Smith Jr., Chair, Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 

 

Re: Letter of Information - Senate Bill 559 - Estates and Trust - Supported Decision Making  

 

Dear Chair Smith:  

 

On behalf of the Maryland Hospital Association’s (MHA) 60 member hospitals and health 

systems, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on Senate Bill 559. The hospital field 

supports the intent of SB 559, to provide an alternative to guardianship, when possible, 

particularly for people with disabilities. 

 

The guardianship process in Maryland can often be cumbersome and lengthy. Patients in acute 

care hospitals who require a surrogate decision maker may languish in the facility beyond 

medical necessity as they wait for judicial action on their guardianship petitions. The judiciary is 

studying ways to improve Maryland’s guardianship process. 

 

MHA supports attempts to improve the guardianship process and create alternatives when 

appropriate. For supported decision-making agreements to be effective, health care professionals 

and staff will need to understand their promise, limitations, and restrictions. Given this is a new 

concept in Maryland, the hospital field is prepared to work with stakeholders to ensure that an 

already unwieldy guardianship process is not further complicated. 

 

We hope you find this information useful as you deliberate on SB 559.  
 

 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Erin Dorrien, Vice President, Policy 

Edorrien@mhaonline.org 
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2022 Regular Session, SENATE BILL 558 

“Estates and Trusts - Supported Decision Making” 
 

Submitted by Morgan K. Whitlatch, Director of Supported Decision-Making Initiatives 
 

Hearing before the Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee 
Maryland General Assembly 

 
February 17, 2022 

Dear Chair William C. Smith, Jr., Vice Chair Jeff Waldstreicher, and Honorable Members of the 
Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee” 

My name is Morgan K. Whitlatch, and I am the Director of Supported-Making Initiatives at the 
Center for Public Representation (CPR). I am submitting this informational testimony to provide 
a national perspective on Supported Decision-Making (SDM) across the United States.   

CPR is a nationally recognized legal advocacy center that is committed to protecting and 
advancing the rights of people with disabilities by using legal strategies, systemic reform 
initiations, and policy advocacy. We have offices in Massachusetts, New York, and Washington, 
D.C.  Working on state, national, and international levels, CPR is committed to equality, 
diversity, and social justice in all its activities. CPR is also a national leader in advancing SDM.  
We lead the State Team Community of Practice for the Center on Youth Voice, Youth Choice,1 a 
national resource center that works to increase access to alternatives to guardianship for youth 
with intellectual and developmental disabilities.  We also regularly provide training, 
consultation, and technical assistance on SDM to people with disabilities, family members, and 
other advocates around the country. We have established and maintain an SDM virtual library of 
resources at https://supporteddecisions.org/.  

Under the SDM model, people can turn to a network of supporters – family members, friends, 
colleagues, and others they trust – to help them make their own decisions regarding healthcare, 
finances, jobs, and other personal matters. It is a model that allows people, including adults with 
disabilities, to exercise their autonomy and promotes self-determination. Based on what we have 
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learned from our work nationally and in individual states, too many people are unnecessarily 
placed under restrictive guardianships, even when they would be able to make their own 
decisions with individualized assistance from people they trust. Widespread recognition of their 
right to use SDM as an alternative would allow them to retain their legal rights and dignity. 

CPR launched the nation’s first SDM pilot in 2014 and has since overseen five other pilots in 
Massachusetts.2  From our pilots, which have been independently evaluated, we know that the 
SDM model works, strengthens support networks, and can transform lives.  To see evidence of 
this, you have only to read some of the powerful stories shared by our pilot participants.3 CPR 
has expanded our SDM pilot work to Georgia, and we know that other states are also piloting 
SDM with great success.4  

Through our national work, we have seen formal recognition of SDM gain momentum across the 
United States.  At least 18 states and the District of Columbia have already passed statutes that 
formally recognize SDM agreements and/or specifically require courts to rule out SDM as a less-
restrictive option before appointing a guardian. These include Texas (2015), Delaware (2016), 
Wisconsin (2018), Maine (2018), the District of Columbia (2018), Missouri (2018), Alaska 
(2018), North Dakota (2019), Indiana (2019), Nevada (2019), Rhode Island (2019), Washington 
(2020), Minnesota (2020), Louisiana (2020), Montana (2021), Colorado (2021), Illinois (2021), 
Oklahoma (2021), and New Hampshire (2021).5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have heard from partners in a number of these states that implementing these SDM statutes 
has resulted in people with disabilities improving their decision-making skills and experiencing 
greater self-esteem and better family relationships.  In addition, there has been an apparent 
decrease in the need for guardianship.  For example, since Wisconsin’s SDM law was 
introduced, the annual number of guardianship requests in that state has decreased by 20 
percent.6  This suggests that formal recognition of SDM not only benefits people with disabilities 
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and their supporters by making it easier for them to access and enforce their use of the SDM 
model. It also benefits the state courts by reducing the financial and administrative burden of 
having to address guardianship petitions for people who do not need them. That said, SDM does 
not replace guardianship for those who do need it. Rather, SDM is an additional and less 
restrictive option -- another legal tool in the decision-making toolbox that people with disabilities 
and their families can consider using. 

SDM has been recommended and endorsed by a number of respected national organizations and 
federal agencies, including the American Bar Association, the National Guardianship 
Association, The Arc of the United States, the U.S. Department of Education, the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, the American Association on Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities, United States Senate Special Committee on Aging, and the National 
Council on Disability.7 SDM is also recognized as a less restrictive alternative in the Uniform 
Guardianship, Conservatorship, and Other Protective Arrangements Act (UGCOPAA),8 a 2017 
update to the model guardianship law.  Further, at the recent Fourth National Guardianship 
Summit, leaders in the field of guardianship law and reform from around the country 
recommended states adopt practices, policies, and laws that promote SDM.9   

In short, CPR’s experience with SDM has shown that it is a viable and beneficial alternative to 
guardianship that is a nationally and internationally recognized best practice.  Formal recognition 
of Supported Decision-Making would enable many more individuals and families to access and 
enforce this innovative model.  

Sincerely,  

 
 
Morgan K. Whitlatch 
Director of Supported Decision-Making Initiatives 
Center for Public Representation 
mwhitlatch@cpr-ma.org 
 

 
1 See Center on Youth Voice, Youth Choice website, https://youth-voice.org/   
2 See Supported Decision-Making Pilots, https://supporteddecisions.org/supported-decision-making-pilots/  
3 See Supported Decision-Making Stories, https://supporteddecisions.org/stories-of-supported-decision-making/  
4 See Cathy Costanzo, Hon. Kris Glen, & Anna Krieger, Supported Decision-Making: Lessons Learned from Pilot 
Projects, draft available at http://law.syr.edu/uploads/docs/academics/constanzo-glen-krieger.pdf (background paper 
prepared for the Fourth National Guardianship Summit held in May 2021; pending publication in Syracuse Law 
Review) 
5 See TEX. EST. CODE ANN. §§ 1357.001 - 1357.102 (2015 & 2017); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 16, §§ 9401A-9410A 
(2016); WIS. STAT. ANN. §§ 52.01-52.32 (2018); ME. STAT. tit. 18-C, §§ 5-102, -301, -304, -317, -401, -405, -502, -
503, -506 (2018); D.C. CODE ANN. §§ 7-2131 – 7-2134 (2018); MO. REV. STAT. § 475.075(13) (2018); ALASKA 

STAT. ANN. §§ 13.56.010-13.56.195 (2018); N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. §§ 30.1-36-01 - 30.1-36-08 (2019); IND. CODE 

ANN. §§ 29-3-14-1 - 29-3-14-13 (2019); NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 162C.010 - 162C.330 (2019); 42 R.I. GEN. LAWS 
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ANN. §§ 42-66.13-1 - 42-66.13- 10 (2019); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §§ 11.130.700 – 11.130.755 (2020, eff. 2022); 
MINN. STAT. §§ 524.5-102, -310, -409 (2020); LA. STAT. ANN. § 13:4261.101- 13:4261.302 (2020); MONT. CODE 

ANN. §§ 72-5-305(3), -319, -316 (2021); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. Sec. 15-14-801 - 15-14-806 (2021); H. Bill 3849, 
102nd Gen. Assem., Act 102-0614 (Ill. 2021); N.H. REV. STAT. § 464-D:1 (2021); Sen. Bill 198, 58th Leg., 1st Reg. 
Sess. (Okla. 2021). 
6 See WSAW-TV, Guardianship requests decline as knowledge of alternative legal option grows (Aug. 9, 2021), 
available at https://www.wsaw.com/2021/08/10/guardianship-requests-decline-knowledge-alternative-legal-option-
grows/ (stating that, in Wisconsin, “since the [SDM] law was introduced, guardianship requests have declined each 
year from 5,147 in 2017 to 4,146 by 2020”). 

7 See Organizations Endorsing Supported Decision-Making,  https://supporteddecisions.org/about-supported-
decision-making/organizations-advocating-for-supported-decision-making/; Tina Campanella & Morgan Whitlatch, 
Supported Decision-Making: U.S. Status and Trends, 32 IMPACT 1 (2019), available at 
https://publications.ici.umn.edu/impact/32-1/supported-decision-making-us-status-and-trends. 
8 See NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS, Uniform Guardianship, 
Conservatorship, and Other Protective Arrangements Act (2017), available at https://tinyurl.com/b6uzh43k. 
UGCOPAA is an update of Article V of the Uniform Probate Code, which is the basis of Massachusetts 
guardianship law in the Massachusetts Uniform Probate Code, G.L. c. 190B. 
9 See FOURTH NATIONAL GUARDIANSHIP SUMMIT, Recommendations Adopted by Summit Delegates (May 2021), at 
p. 1 and Recommendations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.3, 3.4, and 5.2, available at: 
http://law.syr.edu/academics/conferences-symposia/the-fourth-national-guardianship-summit-autonomy-and-
accountability. 


